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l. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to treat the problem of inverting continuous 
linear operators mapping the space of distributions into itself by considering 
distributions as the elements of the completion of the linear space !!2 
with respect to a suitable uniform structure ott. This point of view was 
introduced by the author in a number of AMS abstracts and a brief 
summary of the principal results was published in [3]. The basic ideas 
and the fundamental lemmas needed at present are discussed on these 
pages, a more elementary exposition of these methods can be found in [4]. 
A detailed study of the foundations of distribution theory by using 
uniform structures will be published later. 
We shall study distributions on a finite dimensional Euclidean spaceS. 
By Y we shall denote the linear space of those real valued functions y 
on S which have continuous mixed derivatives of all orders on S and by 
X we denote the linear space of those x in Y which have compact support. 
Although it will not be explicitely stated we shall always assume that x 
and its mixed derivatives of all orders are continuous on S, In Schwartz's 
theory X is topologized by a vector space topology and distributions are 
defined as continuous linear functionals on this topological vector space 
!!2. Another vector space topology is introduced on the linear space of 
distributions and the topological vector space so obtained is called !!2'. 
The elements of X can be identified with certain distributions, so we can 
consider X as a subset of !?2'. It is known that X is dense in !$' and the 
uniform structure of !?2' is complete. (See [9] p. 71 Theoreme VIII and 
p. 75 Theoreme XV.) Therefore 9' is the completion of the linear space 
X with respect to the trace of the uniform structure of !?2' on X x X. 
The trace of !?2' can be described very simply by a family of semi-norms. 
This permits a very convenient way to introduce distributions. The main 
advantage is that the theory of uniform structures and uniform continuity 
can be applied directly to distributions. In particular we can Yery profitably 
apply the theorem on the extension of uniformly continuous functions. 
We shall use this theorem here only when the structures of the domain 
space and of the range space are complete and the function is a linear 
operator A. Then the theorem says that if A is continuous at the zero 
element () then A can be extended to a uniformly continuous linear 
operator mapping the closure of its domain into the range space. 
Let ott denote the uniform structure induced on the linear space X by 
the trace of the uniform structure of the topological vector space !?2'. 
An inner product (x, ~) can be introduced on X x X by setting (x, ~) = 
= Jx~ dfl where fl denotes the Lebesgue measure. We shall prove that for 
a fixed value of x the linear functional mapping ~ into (x, ~) is continuous 
at() with respect to the uniform structure ott. Hence by the above mentioned 
theorem the inner product (x, ~) has an extension to X x X which is 
uniformly continuous on the completion X of X for each fixed value of 
x EX. For fixed ~the map ~: x-+ (x, ~) is in general discontinuous with 
respect to ~. This functional ~is zero if and only if the generating distri-
bution is (), Hence distributions can be identified with certain linear 
functionals on X. There are several convenient criteria to determine 
whether or not a linear functional on X is the representation of some 
distribution ~. 
Since a bilinear functional (x, ~) is given on X x X it is meaningful to 
speak about orthogonality relations between the elements of X and X. 
Let A : X -+ X be a continuous linear operator which has an adjoint 
A* : X -+ X so that (Ax, y) = (x, A *y) for every x, y EX. The adjoint 
transformation A* need not be continuous. Since A is continuous it can 
be extended to a continuous linear operator A: X-+ X. Let R denote 
the range of the extended operator. For every r E R there are distributions 
x EX such that Ax=r. By Zorn's lemma the inverse images x=A-1r 
can be chosen such that the map A -1 : R -+ X is linear. 
If the selection is such that A -1 is a continuous map then A -1 can be 
extended to a uniformly continuous operator A -1 mapping the closure 
R of R into X. By definition AA - 1 reduces to the identity operator on 
R, so by the continuity of A and A-1 we have AA-1=1 on the closure R. 
If in addition R is dense in X then R=X and so A-1: X-+ X is a conti-
nuous right inverse of A. The fundamental idea of this paper is that 
continuous right inverses A -1 : R -+ X can be selected by specifying a 
number of orthogonality conditions on A -1r. More precisely let R* denote 
the range of the operator A* and let E be a linear subspace of X which is 
maximal with respect to the property E n R* = {8}. The existence of 
such spaces follows by Zorn's lemma. Since X is the direct sum of E and 
R* it follows that there is at most one point x in the complete inverse 
image of r E R which is orthogonal to E. If E satisfies an additional 
requirement then there exists exactly one x satisfying the requirement 
x _j_ E and the linear operator A -1 : R --+ X defined by setting A -1r = x 
is continuous. Under the additional conditions imposed on A* the range 
R is always dense in X and the method used to prove this fact can be 
adapted to construct A -1r not only for every r E R but also for every 
rEX. This construction is described in Section 4. 
The problem of inverting a continuous linear operator has several 
natural generalizations. For instance let the linear operator A map X 
into the product space X x ... x X which is topologized by the uniform 
topology associated with the product structure 01/ x ... x 01!. Let R denote 
the range of A in X and let R be the closure of R in X. Then we may 
ask whether A admits a continuous right inverse A -1 mapping R into X. 
This problem arises for example when S is the n-dimensional Euclidean 
space with points s = (s1, ... , sn) and A is defined by the rule 
(ox ox) Ax= 081' · · ., 08n • 
Section 5 contains a general theorem which can be successfully applied 
to these types of problems. 
2. Outline of results 
The general theorem derived in Section 4 will be tested on a number 
of problems from the theory of distributions. These applications are 
arranged according to their increasing order of complexity in Sections 6 
to 11. The first applications concern distributions on the real line. The 
simplest is the inversion of the differentiai operator D: X--+ X. This 
problem was studied locally by ScHWARTZ (see [9] pp. 51-54) who deter-
mined for a given x E X all distributions y satisfying Dy = x. At present 
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the problem is treated globally and we seek continuous linear operators 
D-1: X--+ X such that DD-1=1 on X. This question is a special case of 
the problem of inverting differential operators of the form 
If a 0, ... , an-1 E Y then multiplication by ak (k=O, ... , n-1) is meaningful 
and so A is a continuous linear operator. These operators can be inverted 
in terms of continuous anti-differentiation operators by using Lagrange's 
method of the variation of parameters. A second way to obtain continuous 
right inverses is by applying the general theorem obtained in Section 4. 
All these results are discussed in Section 6. In the case of constant coeffi-
cients the problem was studied locally in [2] by EHRENPREIS. 
The translation operator T 8 is defined on X by the formula (Tx)(a) = 
= x(s +a). It is easy to see that T8 is continuous on X relative to Oft and 
so it can be extended to a continuous linear operator T8 : X~ X. In 
Section 7 we first -invert the difference operator iJ =T1 -1, and then use 
a modified form of the method of variation of parameters to invert 
operators of the form 
in terms of the operators LJ-1. Here a0 , •.. , an-1 are assumed to be rea 
analytic on S and a0 has no roots on S. w·e need some results on the 
existence of a fundamental system of solutions of the difference equation 
Ay= () and on the so-called difference determinant formed from a funda-
mental system of solutions. This information can be found in [8]. 
In Section 3 we shall introduce a second, less fine uniform structure 
Oftw for X. The elements of the completion of X with respect to Oftw will 
be called weak distributions. Every Schwartz distribution can be identified 
with some weak distribution and as a matter of fact every linear functional 
on X is the representation of some weak distribution. (See [4] Section 7 
and also [5].) Let 81, •.• , Bm be arbitrary points in the n-dimensional 
Euclidean space and let 
where a1, ... ,am are constants. Then A is a continuous linear operator 
on the space of weak distributions Xw. We shall prove that A has a 
continuous right inverse A -1 : Xw ~ Xw. 
There are no known results on the inversion of A in terms of Schwartz 
distributions even in the simplest case when S is the real line. For example 
we dont know whether the difference equation 
y(s)+y(s+1)+y(s+ V2)=x(s) 
is solvable in terms of Schwartz distributions. 
Let S be again a finite dimensional Euclidean space and let A denote 
multiplication by a E Y. It is simple to show that A is self-adjoint and 
continuous on X. Schwartz proved that in the case of the real line A can 
be pointwise inverted for every x EX only if the zeros of a are isolated 
points and each zero is of finite multiplicity. In [9] it is proved that if a 
satisfies these requirements then for every x E X there exist distributions 
y such that Ay=ay=x and the family of all y's satisfying the require-
ments is also determined there. (See pp. 123-126). Here we shall treat 
the problem globally and prove the existence of continuous linear oper-
ators A-1 : X->- X satisfying AA-1=1. The construction given in Section 
8 is based on the use of the general theorem of Section 4. The hardest 
part of the existence proof is the verification of a lemma which is stated 
and proved in Section 9, Actually the lemma is stronger than is necessary 
for our purposes but this more powerful result will be needed in the 
treatment of division on higher dimensional Euclidean spaces. 
V cry little has been published on division by a function a E Y when S 
is a Euclidean space of dimension n:;;;:, :2. Let the points of S be denoted 
by s = (s1. ... , sn). A very brief discussion of the problem is give.n in [9] 
(pp. I26-I28) where Schwartz proves that every distribution can be 
divided by functions of the form a(s1. ... , sn)=sk (k=I, ... , n). This 
immediately implies that division by certain polynomial functions is 
possible. Using a localization principle (see [9] p. 95) it can be proved 
that if a and grad a never vanish simultaneously on S then every distri-
bution is divisible by a. 
In Sections I 0 and II we show that under this hypothesis the division 
problem has continuous global solutions, that is the operator A has 
continuous right inverses. To make the proof simpler we restrict ourselves 
to the case when the set where a vanishes is compact. The modifications 
which are necessary to treat the general case are discussed at the end of 
Section II. Sections 5, IO and II contain the basic ideas which are 
necessary to attack the general division problem. I was recently informed 
that L. HoRMANDER and S. LoJ ASIEWICZ gave a local solution of the division 
problem when the divisor is a real analytic function. Hormander's paper 
will appear in the Arkiv f. Math. and an outline of Lojasiewicz's proof 
is published in [IO]. 
3. Distribution structures 
Here we state in a precise form those definitions and results which 
will be used in the sequel. We start from the following: 
Definition 3 .I : A distribution st1·ucture for an inner product space 
X is a uniform structure associated with a family of sets U C X having 
the property that for every U, V E ~there is a WE~ satisfying U u V C W. 
The uniform structure associated with ~ is determined by the semi-norms 
llxllu where llxllu=supr llxllu and llxllu= I (x, u)l. 
The symbol ~ will be used in an ambigous manner first to denote a 
family of sets U C X and then later to denote the uniform structure 
associated with the family of semi-norms llxll u ( U E ~). Since no confusion 
can arise it is convenient to use this double meaning of~ consistently. 
Let X be the linear space of those arbitrarily often differentiable 
functions on a finite dimensional Euclidean space S which have compact 
support. We set llxll =suprlx(s)l and if U is a subset of X we define 
!I Ull =suprllull· It will be convenient to denote the smallest closed convex 
support of x by [x] and use [U] to denote the smallest closed convex 
set in S which contains every [u] (u E U). As earlier let (x, y) = fxydfl 
where fl is then-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Let .91 be the semi-group 
of all mixed derivat.ive operators A :X->- X. We can now introduce a 
distribution structure as follows: We put U in ~ if and only if [ U] is 
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compact and IIA Ull < + oo for every A Ed. Here, and everywhere in 
the rest AU denotes the image of the set U under the operator A. We 
call the uniform structure associated with the family 6ft the uniform 
structure of Schwartz distributions. It can be easily verified that the 
uniform structure 6ft is identical with the restriction of the uniform struc-
ture of the topological vector space ~' of ScHWARTZ. (See [9] p. 71.) 
A simple distribution structure 6ftw can be introduced on any inner 
product space X by choosing 6ftw to be the family of all finite subsets of X. 
This will be called the uniform structure of weak distributions. Other 
distribution structures can be obtained by changing the definition of the 
inner product (x, y), say by replacing the Lebesque measure by some 
other measure on S. Since this change effects the adj oints of linear operators 
acting on X sometimes a change of measure has definite advantages. 
We can further generalize the notion of a distribution structure by starting 
from two linear spaces X and Y, and using a bilinear functional (x, y) 
on X x Y to introduce the norms llxllu where u E Y. This is the natural 
setup for instance in the discussion of the Fourier transform of distri-
butions and in the study of reflexivity. 
The linear space X with distribution structure 'ft has a unique com-
pletion X with respect to 'ft. The elements of X are called distributions 
with respect to 'ft. The completed structure will be denoted by 'ft but if 
no confusion can arise we shall use the simpler notation 'ft. If 'ft is the 
structure of Schwartz distributions then X is uniformly isomorphic to 
the topological vector space !72' of Schwartz. From now on we shall 
mainly study distributions on finite dimensional Euclidean spaces S and 
'ft will be the structure of Schwartz distributions or the structure of 
weak distributions. We introduce the notion of a local operator: We say 
that a linear operator P: X-)- X is local if [PU] is compact for every 
U E 'ft. The operator P is called bounded if IIAPUII < + oo for every 
mixed derivation operator A Ed and for every U E 'ft. The notion of a 
bounded and local operator is meaningful relative to any distribution 
structure: It means that P maps elements of 'ft into elements of 'ft. 
Nevertheless here it is preferable to use the boundedness and the local 
property as two separate notions. 
Lemma 3.1: If P: X-)- X has an adjoint A*: X--+ X which is 
bounded and local with respect to a distribution structure 'ft then P is uni-
formly continuous with respect to 'ft. 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that Pis continuous at 0; so given 
V E "Y and e > 0 we wish to determine a U E 'ft and a <5 > 0 such that 
IIPxllv<e provided llxllu<oo. Since we have 
IIPxllv= I (Px, v)l =I (x, P*v)l = llxiiP*v 
it is sufficient to choose U = P* V and c'i =e. 
If X is arbitrary and 'ft is the uniform structure of weak distributions 
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then every linear operator is bounded and local. Hence every linear 
operator having adjoint A* : X --+ X can be extended to a continuous 
linear operator acting on X. (It can be proved that for weak distributions 
every linear operator A has an adjoint A* :X--+ X, but the lemma applies 
only if A* maps X into itself.) The elements of dare bounded and local 
operators and A*=± A for every A in d. Hence every A Ed is uni-
formly continuous and so it can be extended in a unique way to a uniformly 
continuous linear operator A: X--+ X. 
For fixed x EX the continuity of the inner product (x, ~) with respect 
to the uniform structure of Schwartz distributions follows from the 
inequality I ( x, ~)I < p,( [ x]) II x II ·II~ II : For if U E l:pf is chosen such that 
p,([xJ)IIxii·IJUIJ<e then J(x,u)J<e for every uEU. Therefore (x,~) is 
meaningful for every x E X and ~ E X. The following criterion will be 
used in the next section: 
Lemma 3. 2: A linear functional A. on X is the representation of a 
Schwartz distribution if and only if JJA.Jiu is finite for every U E l:pf, 
The content of this lemma is essentially the same as that of Theoreme 
V on p. 69 in [9]. A direct proof can be found in Section 8 of [4]. 
In Section 7 we shall use 
Lemma 3.3: Let [U] be a compact interval on the real lineS and let 
s~, .. . , sk be points in the interior of [U]. Then there exist functions p1, .. . , Pk EX 
such that each [pi] contains exactly one s, in its interior and p = P1 + ... + Pk 
is identically one on [U]. 
The proof of this and of several other lemmas on the existence of 
various types of partitions of unity is based on the following observation: 
Given a point s E S and an arbitrary neighbourhood N8 of S there exists 
a non-negative x EX such that [x] C N8 and x(s)>O. (See for example 
[9] p. 21 or [7] p. 3.) Integrating x we obtain a y E Y which vanishes 
for large negative values of s and is a positive constant for large positive 
values. Let s1 <s2 and let N 8 , and N 8 , be small. If fx,dp,= 1 (i= 1, 2) 
then y1(s) = y2 (s) = 1 for large s, so y1( 1-y2) EX and it is identically one 
on the interval ( s1 + e, Sz -e). Choosing s1 and Sz suitably p = y1 ( 1 - Yz) 
satisfies the requirements of Lemma 3.3. To obtain the individual partition 
functions p1, ... , Pk we choose s = s, and let N 8i be so small that every 
SJ (j =F i) belongs to its exterior. If Yi is the integral of x8, then 
P1=p-y~, ... , Pk=P-Yl- ... -Yk· 
In Section 10 we shall need a partition of unity for functions defined 
on the plane : 
Lemma 3. 4 : Let Z be a compact set in the plane S and let a neighbor-
hood Sz be associated with each z E Z. Then given any large compact set K 
there exist finitely many points z1, ... , zk E Z and partition functions 
Po, P1, ... , Pk such that 
(i) p =Po+ Pl -T ... + Pk is identically one on K; 
(ii) Zt E [Pt] C Sz, for i= 1, ... , k; and 
(iii) there is a ne,ighborhood N z of Z contained in U Sz such that Pl -c- ••• + Pk 
is identically one on N z. 
Given any point z= (z1, z2 ) in the plane S and a neighborhood Sz of z 
there is an x EX such that [x] C Sz and x(s) = 1 in some neighborhood 
of z. For instance x can be defined by the formula x(s1, s2) = x1(s1)x2(s2) 
where Xt ( i = 1, 2) is identically one in some small neighborhood of Zt 
(i= 1, 2) and [xl] x [x2] C Sz. The lemma follows by a straightforward 
compactness argument. 
4. The first inversion theorem 
In this section S be a finite dimensional Euclidean space and let Ott 
be the uniform structure of Schwartz or weak distributions on S. We 
shall deal with linear operators A: X-+ X whose adjoint A* maps X 
into itself. (If A is continuous the existence of A* : X -+ X follows from 
Proposition 4.1 below. At present we may stipulate the existence of A*.) 
Since A is continuous we have (Ax, y) = (x, A *y) for every x E X and 
y EX. The range and the null-space of the adjoint operator A*: X-+ X 
will be denoted by R* andZ*, respectively. Here we shall study only those 
operators A for which Z* = {0} so that A *-1: R* -+X exists. This hypo-
thesis will be lifted in Section 5. We suppose also that for every WE Ott 
the set [u: A *u E W] belongs to Ott. But when A *u= 0 has non-vanishing 
solutions this condition will be properly modified. 
We consider linear subspaces E of X satisfying En R* = {0}. By 
Zorn's lemma there exist linear subspaces E which are maximal with respect 
to the property En R* = {0}. Then for every x EX there exist a unique 
e E E and an r* E R* such that x = e + r*, in other words we have 
X =E EB R*. We define a linear map PE: X-+ E by setting PEx=e. 
Since PE reduces to identity on E we see that PE : X -+ E is idempotent. 
Lemma 4.1: Let E be such that PE is a bounded and local operator. 
Then fm· every x E X there is a unique distribution y such that y __L E 
and Ay=x. 
Proof: We define y by giving its representation as a linear functional 
on X. If r* E R* then r* =A *u for some u EX. ByE n R* = {0} we may 
set y(r*) = (x, u) for every r* E R* and y(e) = 0 for every e E E. Since 
X =E EB R* this rule defines y(v) for every v EX, in fact 
y(v)=y(PEv+r*)=y(r*)= (x, u). 
The linear functional x mapping u EX into (x, u) is the representation 
of x and so by Lemma 3.2 we have [[x[[u< +oo for every U E Ill/. By 
hypothesis P=PE: X-+ E is a bounded and local map, so given V E Ill/ 
we have iiYIIv=IIYII(I-P)V=IIYIIw where W=(l-P)V belongs to Ill/. By 
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our hypothesis on A* the set U = [u: A *~t E W] is an element of ~­
Hence !IYIIw= llxllu< --r-= and so IIYI!v< +=for every V E ~-By Lemma 
3.2 the functional y represents some distribution y EX. 
By definition we have y(e) = 0 and so (y, e)= 0 for every e E E, that 
is y ..1.. E. In order to prove that Ay=x it is sufficient to show that 
(Ay, u) = (x, ~t) for every ~t EX. However, by definition (Ay, ~t) = (y, A *u) = 
= (y, r*) = (x, u). Hence the distribution y satisfies the requirements of 
the lemma. The uniqueness of y follows easily: If Yi ..1.. E and Aye= x 
for i = l, 2 then Y1 - Y2 ..1.. E and A (y1 - Y2) = (). Hence passing to the 
representation of Y1- y2 by a linear functional on X we see that 
(y1-y2)(e)=0 for e EE and (y1-Y2)(r*)=0 for r* ER*. Thus by 
X= E EEl R* we have (Y1- y2)(v) = 0 for every v EX and Y1- Y2 is the 
zero distribution. 
Now we define a linear operator A-1: X-+ X by setting A-1x=y 
where y is the unique distribution of Lemma 4.1. Then A -1 is the unique 
right inverse of A whose range is orthogonal to E. We prove that the 
map A -1 : X -+ X is uniformly continuous with respect to the uniform 
structure ~- Again it suffices to prove that A -1 is continuous at e. 
Given v EX by the orthogonality of A -1x to E we have 
(A-1x, v)=(A-1x, PEv+r*)=(A-1x, r*)=(A-lx, A*u) 
for some r* E R* and u EX. Hence (A -lx, v) = (x, u) where A *u= (I -PE)v. 
Since PE : X -+ E is a bounded and local operator given V E ~ we have 
(1-PE)V=WE'PI. By hypothesis U=[u:A*uEW] belongs to 'Pl. 
Therefore we have IIA -lxllv = llxll u for every x EX. Now the continuity 
of A -1 follows immediately: Given V E 'PI and e > 0 we set <5 = e and 
determine U E 'PI as above. Then we have 11A-1xllv<e wheneverllxllu<=. 
We proved the following 
Theorem 4.1: Let A: X-+ X be a linear operator with adjoint 
A*: X-+ X whose nu.ll-space is {0} and such that [u: A *u E W] belongs 
to 'PI for every WE 'Pl. Let the map PE: X-+ E be bounded and local. Then 
there exists a unique continuous linear operator A -1: X-+ X whose range 
is orthogonal to E and satisfies AA -l =I. 
The operator A -1 associated with the maximal linear subspace E is 
not a left inverse of A, nor is its restriction a left inverse of A on X. 
For if x EX and x is not orthogonal to E then by A -l(Ax) ..1.. E we have 
A -lAx =1= x. A natural inversion operator (A *)-1: R* ->-X is defined on 
R* which maps r* =A *u into u. Simple examples show that in general 
(A *)-1 is not continuous: This is the case for instance if S is the real 
line and A: X->- X means multiplication by s. Nevertheless (A *)-1 can 
be extended in many ways to a linear operator mapping X into itself. 
In fact we can prove that each right inverse A~ 1 associated with some 
E has an adjoint (A_;- 1)* on X whose restriction to R* coincides with the 
natural inversion operator (A *)-1: R* -0>- X. For by the orthogonality of 
the range of A;; 1 to E for every x and v in X we have 
(A; 1 x, v) = (A; 1 x, (I -PE)v) = (A; 1 x, r*) = (A; 1 x, A *~l) = (x, u). 
Hence (A;; 1)*v = u and if v E R* then ·u =A *u. Thus 
Let (A-1)*: X-->- X be the adjoint of that A-1 which is associated 
with the maximal linear space E. It is easy to prove that the null-space 
of (A-1)* is E: For on the one hand if v r=E then r*=(I-PE)v=(} and 
so U=(A-1)*t·=6. On the other hand if v rj:E then r* =/=(}and sou=/= e. 
Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal sub-
spaces E and the adjoints (A - 1)* of the operators A -1 associated with 
the various E's. This implies that if E 1 and E 2 are different maximal 
linear subspaces then the corresponding linear operators are also different. 
The existence of the adjoints (A-1)* does not depend on the special 
nature of the operators A and A -1. For we have the following 
Proposition 4.1: Every continuous linear operator T: X -0>- X has 
an adjoint T* : X -0>- X. 
Note: By definition T* is the adjoint of T if and only if (Tx, y) = 
= (x, T*y) for every x, y EX. Since T is continuous on X it can be con-
sidered also as a continuous linear operator on X. 
Proof: The existence of T*y for every point function y EX will be 
proved by giving its representation in the form of a linear functional 
on X: We define (T*y)(x) = (Tx, y) for x, y EX. To show that the linear 
functional T*y: x -0>- (Tx, y) is the representation of a distribution T*y 
it is sufficient to show that (T*y)(xt) -0>- 0 provided the net (xi) (i E I) 
has limit (} with respect to the topology of the vector space 9. (See for 
example Theoreme X on p. 72 in [9).) A net (xi) (i E I) has limit (} in the 
sense of 9 if there is an i 0 such that the xt's with i > i 0 have a common 
compact support and if II Ax, II -0>- 0 for every mixed differentiation operator 
A E.#. By hypothesis T is continuous with respect to CU, so with (xt) -0>- (} 
with respect to 9 also (Txt) -0>- (} with respect to CU. Choosing U = {y} E CU 
we see that I (Txt, y)l < s for every i > i(s) and so (T*y)(xt) = (Txi, y) -0>- 0. 
Thus T*y represents a distribution and by the definition of T*y we have 
(Tx, y) = (x, T*y). The map T* : y -0>- T*y is obviously continuous. Its 
uniqueness is immediate: If for i = l, 2 we have (Tx, y) = (x, T7y) for 
every x, y EX then (T~ -T;)y is orthogonal to X and so T~ -T;=o. 
It was pointed out earlier that the adjoints T* need not be continuous 
even if T is continuous and maps X into itself. On the other hand we have 
Proposition 4. 2: If T: X->- X is a bounded and local operator 
then T* : X -0>- X exists and it is continuous. 
Note: Since T maps X into itself the inner products (Tx, y) and 
(x, T*y) are meaningful for every x EX and y EX. The adjoint being 
continuous it can be extended to an operator T* : X _,.. X which satisfies 
(Tx, y) = (x, T*y) for every x E X and y E X. 
Proof: We define T*y for every distribution y EX by its represen-
tation as follows: (T*y)(x)=(Tx,y). We have IIT*yllu=supri(Tu,y)l= 
= IIYIITu and by hypothesis TU E Ol/. Thus IIT*yl! u is finite for every 
U E Ol! and so by Lemma 3.2 the linear functional T*y defines a distri-
bution. The continuity of T* follows from Lemma 3.1. 
We finish with the following remark on the proof of our first inversion 
theorem : We never used the full force of the fact that we are dealing 
with the structure of Schwartz or weak distributions on a finite dimensional 
Euclidean space S. All we need to know about Ol! is that it satisfies 
Lemma 3.2. 
5. The second inversion theorem 
In this section we shall prove an extension of the first inversion 
theorem. It is not necessary to assume that the domain and the range 
spaces of the continuous linear operator A are identical. We can start 
with a linear operator A mapping an inner product space X into another 
Y which is continuous with respect to the distribution structures Ol! and 
"Y given on X and Y, respectively. We suppose that Ol! satisfies Lemma 
3.2. By definition the adjoint of A is a linear operator A* mapping Y 
into X such that (Ax, y) = (x, A *y) for every x EX andy E Y. We suppose 
that A has an adjoint A* which maps Y into the original inner product 
space X. Then the range spaceR* is a subspace of X and we may speak 
about E and the operator PE : X _,.. E. 
We do not require that the null-space Z* of A* be {0}. If there exist 
several y E Y satisfying A *y= ()then we can not expect A to have a right 
inverse A -1 on the whole space Y. The symbols Rand Z will be used to 
denote the range and the null-space of the extended operator A: X_,.. Y. 
In the preceeding section while dealing with operators satisfying Z* = {0} 
we made the hypothesis that [u: A *u E W] belongs toOl! for every WE Ol/. 
We modify this as follows: Given WE Ol! for every wE W n R* we can 
find a v E Y such that A *v = w and the set V of all these points belongs 
to "Y. We shall prove that under these hypotheses A has a continuous 
right inverse on il, where the closure is meant with respect to the uniform 
topology associated with "Y. 
We start by proving a modification: of Lemma 4.1 : 
Lemma 5.1: Let E be such that PE is a bounded and local operator. 
Then for every r E R there is a unique distribution x E X such that x ..l... E 
and Ax=r. 
Proof: We define x by its representation as a linear functional on X. 
If r E R then r=A~ for some~ EX. ByE n R* = {0} we can set z(e) =(~,e) 
no 
for every e E E and z(r*) = 0 for every r* E R*. This defines z(u) for every 
u EX. Let z be the linear functional mapping n into z('u). Then for every 
U E Uft we have llzllu= ll~iiPu where by hypothesis PU =FEU E Uft. By 
Lemma 3.2 II ;II PU is finite and so II zl[ u is finite for every U E 'lt. The same 
lemma implies that z represents a distribution z E X. By the construction 
(z,e)=z(e)=(~,e) i.e. (~-z,e)=O for every eEE, so that ~-z.J...E. 
:Moreover for every v E Y we have (Az, v)=(z, A*v)=(z, r*)=O and so 
the linear functional associated with Az is identically zero. Hence Az is 
the zero distribution and x = ~- z satisfies the requirements of the lemma. 
The uniqueness of x, or what amounts to the same, the uniqueness of 
z can be seen as follows: If Xi J... E and Axi=B fori= l, 2 then z=x1-x2 
belongs to Z and z J... E. Hence (z, e)= 0 for every e E E and (z, r*) = 0 
for every r* E R*. Thus z is orthogonal to X and so x1 = x2 . 
A linear operator A-1: R-+ X is defined on R by the rule A-1r=x 
where x is the distribution which occurs in the above lemma. By the 
properties of x listed in the lemma the range of A -1 is orthogonal to the 
maximal linear space E and AA -1 =I on R. The map A -1 : R -+ X 1s 
continuous at 8. For if t~ EX then by the orthogonality of A -1r to E 
we have 
(A-1r, u)=(A-1r, u-PEu)=(A-lr, r*)=(A-lr, A*v) 
for some r* E R* and for any v E Y satisfying A *v=u. Now we use the 
hypothesis that PE : X ->- E is a bounded and local operator: Given 
U E Uft we have (1- PE) U E utt and (1- PE) U C R*. By our hypothesis 
on A for every element w of W =(I- PE) U we can choose a v E Y such 
that A*v=w and the set V of all these points belongs toY. Consequently 
we have 11A-1rllu= llrllv for every r E R where V depends on U and V E Y. 
This implies that A -1 is continuous at () with respect to the uniform 
structures Y and Uft given on R and X, respectively. 
The linear map A -1 : R -+ X being uniformly continuous with respect 
to the uniform structures Y and Uft it is possible to extend it to a continu-
ous linear operator A - 1 : R-+ X where R is the closure of R in Y. If R 
is dense in Y we have R = Y and we obtain a continuous linear operator 
A -1: Y-+ X. For fixed e E E the inner product (x, e) is continuous in the 
variable x EX and (A -lr, e)= 0 for r E R. Hence we have (A -1y, e)= 0 
for y E R, that is the range of the extended operator A -1: R-+ X is 
orthogonal to E. Since AA - 1 : R ->- X is continuous with respect "f/" and 
AA-1=1 on R it follows that AA-1=1 on R. There is only one operator 
A -1: R-+ X satisfying A -1r J... E and AA -1r=r for every r E R. For the 
difference Ll of any two such operators satisfies Llr J... E and ALJ-1r=e 
for every rER, so that (Lir,e)=O for eEE and (Lir,r*)=O for r* ER*. 
Hence the operator A -1 : R -+ X is uniquely determined by the conditions 
A-1y J... E and AA-ly=y for y ER. 
We completed the proof of 
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Theorem 5.1: Let X and Y be inner product spaces with distribution 
str·uctures 11 and 1/, respectively. Suppose that 11 is such that a linear 
f~rnctional A on X is the representation of a distribution on X if and only if 
!I ?ell u < · ·· = for every U E 11. Let A: X-+ Y be a continuous linear operator 
with adjoint A* : Y -+ X satisfying the following requirement: Given W E 11 
for every w E W n R* one can find a v E Y such that A *v = w and the set 
of all points t' belongs to Y. Then given a linear space E such that the map 
PE is bounded and local there exists a tmique continumrs linear operator 
A -l : R -+ X whose range is orthogonal to E and satisfies AA -1 =I on R. 
Suppose that the equation A *v = () has only one solution in Y, namely 
v=G. Suppose also that not only 11 but also Y satisfies Lemma 3.2. We 
prove that under these additional hypothesis R = Y and so the operator 
A has a continuous right inverse A -l on Y. For given y E Y we determine 
a linear functional x on X by setting x(e) = 0 for e E E and x(r*) = (y, v) 
for r* E R* where v is the unique distribution in Y for which A *v = r*. 
Using the fact that IIYIIv is finite for every V E Y we see that llxllu is 
finite for every U E 11. Hence x is represents a distribution in X and 
Ax=y. 
6. The inversion of linear differential operators 
The simplest non-trivial application of Theorem 4.1 occurs in the 
problem of continuous anti-differentiation of distributions over the real 
lineS. The differential operator D: X-+ X is continuous and its adjoint 
is D* = -D. A function x E X belongs to R* if and only if (x, l) = f xdf-l = 0. 
A linear space E has the property X= E EB R* if and only if E is generated 
by a single element e ¢= R*. Let a linear space E satisfying x=E EB R* be 
given and let e E E be such that (e, l) = fedf-l= l. If x EX then PEX= 
=- (x, l)e, so [PEx] C [e) and PE is a local operator. Since IIDmPExll = 
I (x, 1)1·11Dmell for m=O, l, ... to see that PE is a bounded operator it is 
sufficient to notice that IIlii u is finite for every U E 11. 
We prove that U = [u: D*u E W] belongs to 11 whenever WE 11. In 
fact if w=D*u for some u EX then u(s)=- f~oo wdf-l. By (w, 1)=0 we 
have [u]=[w] and so [U]=[W]. Moreover llull<llwllf-l([W]) and 
IIDmull = IIDm-lwll for every m> l. Hence [U] is compact, and IIDmUII is 
finite for each m = 0, 1, . .. . We proved that the hypotheses of Theorem 
4.1 are satisfied. We obtain the following 
Theorem 6 . 1 : Given any function e E X satisfying ( e, l) =1= 0 there 
is a unique continuous linear operator D-l: X-+ X such that DD-l =I 
and D-lx J.... e for every x EX. 
The difference L1 of any two anti-differentiation operators maps X 
into the linear space of those distributions whose derivative is zero. The 
constant functions form a closed subspace of X, so Dx=G only if x E Y 
and x is a constant. Hence L1 maps X into the linear space of constant 
functions. 
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Next we consider differential operators of the form 
where a0 , ..• , an_1 are arbitrarily often differentiable functions on the 
real line. The operator A has an adjoint A* of the same nature whose 
coefficients a; (k = 0, ... , n -1) can be readily determined from the ex-
pression 
A* =lao -Da1 + ... + ( -1)n-1Dn-1an_1 + ( -l)nDn. 
Both A and A* are continuous, bounded and local operators on X. 
We shall determine continuous linear operators A -1: X-+ X such that 
AA-1=1. By knowing the null-space of the operator A: X-+ X and one 
inverse operator A-1: X-+ X one can find all distribution solutions y of 
the linear differential equation Ay = x where x E X. 
One way to determine a continuous right inverse operator A - 1 is by 
adapting Lagrange's method of variation of parameters to distributions. 
Since the coefficients of A belong to Y the homogeneous equation Ay = () has 
n linearly independent solutions Yb ... , Yn· It is known that the Wronskian 
W = W(y1, ... , Yn) never vanishes on S. Hence W-1 E Y and the product 
of a distribution by W-1 is meaningful. Let Wk denote the cofactor of 
W which corresponds to the element Yt- 1> and let D;\ ... , D;: 1 be 
continuous anti-differentiation operators. Then for every distribution x 
the expressions 
(k= 1, ... , n) 
define distributions. If y denotes the sum of these distributions then 
Dmy= ~(Dmyk)(D; 1 Wk W-1x) 
for m=O, ... , (n-1) and 
Dny=x+ ~(Dnyk)(D; 1 Wk W-1x). 
Therefore by Ayk=O (k= 1, ... , n) we have Ay=x. Hence we have: 
Theorem 6.2: The linear operator 
A-1=y1D; 1W1W-1 + ... +ynD; 1WnW-1 
maps X continuously into itself and is such that AA -1 =I. 
A second way to select continuous linear operators A -1 is by applying 
Theorem 4.1 directly to the present situation. We describe all linear 
spaces E satisfying X= E EB R* and show that the map PE : X -+ E is 
always bounded and local. We start from the formula 
8 8 
(1) y(s) = y1(s) f W1 W-1xd,u+ ... +Yn(s) f WnW-1d,u 
-co -co 
where y1, ... , Yn are linearly independent solutions of A *y=O and x EX. 
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The function y determined by this expression is that unique solution of 
the differential equation A *y=x which vanishes everywhere left of [x]. 
On the right of [x] the function y coincides with some function z* of 
the null-space Z* of A*. As we vary x over X the function z* will describe 
the entire space Z*. If E is a linear subspace of X and the functions z* 
obtained by varying x over E is the whole zero-space Z* then we say 
that E generates Z* for large values of s E S. It is easy to verify that 
X =E ffi R* if. and only if En R* = {0} and E generates Z* for large 
values of s E S. If e1 and e2 generate the same z* then Y1 -y2 has compact 
support and so e1- e2 E R*. It follows that every E satisfying the 
requirement X= E ffi R* is exactly n-dimensional. 
Let E be a linear space such that X =E ffi R*. Since E is finite dimen-
sional [E] is compact and so PE: X--+ E is a local operator. We prove 
that PE is bounded. If u E X and e = A.1e1 + ... + Anen is such that u- e E R* 
then the function y given by (l} for x=u-e will vanish everywhere right 
of [ u] u [ e]. Therefore 
+oo +oo ! Yk f WkW-1 ud,u =! Yk f WkW-1 ed,u 
k -oo k -oo 
for large values of s and so 
+oo +oo ! Ak f WkW-1 ezd,u = f WzW-1 ud,u 
k -oo -oo 
for every l= l, ... , n. It is sufficient to show that for every U E OJ/ we have 
supr [IA.kl: u E U] < +oo for k= l, ... , n. However, 
+oo I f w,W-lud.ul ~ IIUII f IW,W-lld.u 
-oo rm 
where the right hand side is independent of u E U. 
In order to show that U = [u: A *u E W] E OJ/ for every WE OJ/ we 
use Leibnitz's product rule to compute the derivatives of u. From (l) 
we obtain 
n 
IIDmull ~ ! IIDnykii·IIWkW-lwll.u([x]) + 
k-l 
Thus IIDmUII < +oo follows from the fact that IID~'WII < +oo for each 
,u=O, l, .... Hence the following theorem is proved: 
Theorem 6.3: Given any differential operator 
A=aol +a1D+ ... +an_1Dn-l+Dn 
with a0 , ••• , an-l in Y and any linear space E satisfying X= E ffi R* there 
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is a unique continuous linear operator A -l: X-+ X snch that the range of 
A -l is orthogonal to E and AA -l =I. 
For the sake of completeness we prove that the null-space Z of the 
full operator A : X -+ X contains no elements other than the classical point-
function solutions of the homogeneons equation Ay=O. This is an easy 
consequence of Lemma 4.1. For let z E Z and let E be a maximal linear 
space satisfying X= E EB R*. Earlier we proved that E is n-dimensional. 
Hence if Yb ... , Yn is a fundamental system of solutions of Ay = 0 then 
choosing A1, ... , An properly y = }qyl -'- ... -- AnYn -'- z will be orthogonal to 
E and satisfies Ay=O. Since 0 satisfies these requirements by the lemma 
we have y=O, and so z is a linear combination of fundamental solutions. 
(To be continued) 
